Design and Application of Virtual Reality Technology in School Sex Education Course
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Abstract: Virtual reality technology is becoming more and more widely used in education. Virtual reality technology breaks the limitations of time and spaces to construct real life or work scenario. It is common to Introducing virtual technology into curriculum teaching and experience-based teaching. The school sex education curriculum is obviously insufficient and disconnection with social reality at present. Applying of virtual reality technology will provide a new teaching way for school sex education curriculum. This paper mainly describes the design and application of virtual reality technology in sex education curriculum.

1. Introduction

Virtual Reality (VR) or Vision Technology is a comprehensive technology developing at the end of the 20th century. VR technology provides an immersive interactive environment based on computer, which is a combination of computer technology and modern high-tech equipment. It forms a virtual environment with vivid visual, auditory and tactile effects which simulate the real situation in a range. In VR environment, the user might interact with various other objects in the virtual environment in a natural way by means of the necessary auxiliary devices, which makes use have an immersive experience.

VR technology has developed rapidly with the tremendous improvement of computer computing power. It is used not only in the fields of science, technology and military, but also in the fields of architectural design roaming, product design, education, training, industry, medical treatment and entertainment, which demonstrate the advantages and characteristics of VR technology in object constructability, real world simulation, system operability, communication and entertainment [1].

2. Current Situation and Opportunities of Sex Education Courses

Sex education is an important life education for adolescents. Preventing sexually transmitted diseases, sexual assaults and sexual crimes has become a worldwide public health problem. Compared with other courses, sex education courses have not been universal attention in the whole society.

According to social ecology theory and social learning theory[2-6], the individual cognition, attitude and habit behavior are developed in a series of environmental systems such as family, peer, community and society, which are interact with each other[6]. International Technical Guidelines for Sex Education (Revised Edition) published by UNESCO puts forward that comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) is a based curriculum to exploratory cognitive, emotional, physical and social[7]. Comprehensive sexual education provides students with accurate sexual knowledge, which emphasizes values such as tolerance, respect, equality, empathy, responsibility and reciprocity and helps students to communicate, listen, negotiate, reject, make decisions, seek help, develop interpersonal relationships, think critically, develop empathy, acquire life skills such as reliable information or services to cope with different realities in the process of growth, and being able to understand and protect their rights and interests and ensure healthy development of their bodies and minds throughout their lives[9-10].
The sex education courses in the world is not optimistic. Children’s sex education in school is inadequate, which families are not involved, the student’s life skills have not been adequately trained either. Without effective training, it is difficult for children to truly master the life skills.

VR technology has characteristics such as multi-perception, immersion, interactivity and conception. An ideal virtual reality system consists of a virtual environment, a high-performance computer-based virtual environment processor, a vision system centered on a helmet display, and a speech recognition, sound synthesis and sound localization-based auditory system with azimuth tracking[2], which help to construct kinds of scenes and provide students with a variety of experience of real-life situations and train students' various lives through human-computer interaction design. VR technology provides new forms and development opportunities for sex education courses[10].

3. Design Idea of Vr Technology in Adolescent Sex Education Courses

VR technology provides users with a three-dimensional virtual space including visual, auditory and even tactile so that users have an immersive experience. VR technology is applied in displaying the knowledge, experiencing kinds of situation and skill exercises through computers, which brings opportunities for more elements such as society, family and community to involve in the sex education curriculum. For example, using the somatosensory device to experience the interaction of interpersonal relationships in the scene, to carry out knowledge education through virtual scenes and to offer students to participate in scene recognition and interaction through the form of games.

In order to realize the project, the model and image data are firstly obtained through collecting information. Secondary, the model library should be create according to the data classification. Thirdly, various virtual scenes are constructed and the VR development engine is used for virtual display and interaction design. Finally, the project optimization and improvement will be presented to the students after the expert guidance and user experience. The overall design idea is shown in Figure 1.

Fig.1 Design Idea Diagram

4. Design and Application Examples in Sex Education Curriculum

Here, the sex education content of the fourth grade of the “Zhen Ai Life” (published by Beijing Normal University Press) is took as an example to illustrate the application of VR technology in the sex education curriculum[11].

Family and friends theme. The participation of family and friends is an important part of sex education, which help students to understand the roles and responsibilities of family members, the impact of family members' illness and injury on the family. The life skill trains in this part is help students how to establish harmony, equality and friendly interpersonal relationships with all kinds of people. VR technology may build different life scenarios of family, such as different tasks in the family, community life scenarios, caring for sick families, etc. VR technology can also construct various characters such as the following: (1) the elderly and younger, men and women, acquaintances and strangers;(2) drivers, salesmen, policemen, doctors and security guards; (3) Parents, brothers, sisters, grandparents, aunts and uncles. Virtual 3D scenes can be built using virtual interactive technology with helmet displays and somatosensory controls to enrich children's life experience.
when interacting with kinds of people to train students the life skill such as how to demand on others and communicate with strangers.

Listening, expressing and understanding skill theme. Effective listening is the basis for effective communication and establishing harmonious interpersonal relationships. VR technology uses digital media with interactive, immediacy and sharing features to present various communication scenarios. The game of interpersonal communication are fun for students, in which the students might experience the different roles. Students participate in different life scenarios with different people to exercise how to express, how to make a request and how to solve problems repeatedly.

Skill of Seeking help. When facing with all kinds of doubts, difficulties or dangers, students might have many ways to get help to overcome difficulties and to stay away from danger. Learning how to solve problems by themself is the most foundation for students to protect their health and personal safety during their growth. VR technology presents a variety of potentially dangerous scenarios by multidimensional construction, such as unsafe areas of different buildings, nighttime travel, going home alone. The VR technology also presents some special situation such as followed by strangers, suffering from school bullying, quarreling or fighting with people, which students have the opportunity to experience these special scenes vividly and learn where and how to they seek for help. The virtual training develops students' help-seeking ability in a certain extent and help themself what if they encounter these situations.

At present, the innovation and industrialization of emerging frontier fields such as virtual reality is vigorously promoting in china. VR technology is achieving multi-field integration development. Using virtual reality technology to construct sex education classrooms in their unique and vivid ways can effectively introduce social factors, family factors, schools and peers into sexual education courses, which will greatly compensate for the various shortcomings of current child sex education. It is a new teaching way in the comprehensive construction of children's sex education curriculum.

5. Conclusion

The development of network technology raises the feasibility of the application of virtual technology in school sex education curriculum.

The application of virtual technology will make up for the defects of current school education course, which ensure the effectiveness and sociality of school education course.
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